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President’s Ramblings 
Mike Randell 

Easter has been and gone and I hope you had a 
great break, I know I did. 
 
The weather has been excellent for flying, but that 
could change, so we have to make the most of it. 
Glider and vintage were well attended, and points 
were well fought over. 
 
We had a committee meeting 18 April which I have 
been trying to get the minutes out to all on an 
email. 
 

We will be having a club night on the 23 May 
2019 to discuss Whale Road, and any other items 
the members wish to bring up. 
 
That’s it see you at 
the field 
 
Mike Randell 
President 

Focus on Peter’s  
Spacewalker 

This beautifully built     
model was constructed 
from a Sig kitset by Russ 
Johnson and it first took to 
the skies 28 years ago,  
(2 February 1991). 
 
The model with its 104 
inch wingspan is covered 
in Koverall and took 15 
months to construct.   
 
The spacewalker is     
powered by a Supertiger 
3000 and its current    
owner, Peter Vining says 
the Spacewalker is a real 
gem to fly. 

Club Night Meeting 

Thursday 23 May 2019, 7.30pm 
Senior Citizen’s Hall, Main Street, Palmerston North 
To discuss: 
 Feasibility of re-locating to Whale Road 
 Any other matters members wish to discuss  

Your opinion 

matte
rs 

Club Visit to Whale Road 

Saturday 25 May 2 — 4 pm. For details see committee meeting emailed 1/5/19 
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Club Captain’s Report 
Geoff Hall 

 Another month has gone and time for a report. 
Since the open day I have only flown at Spur Road 
once this month with one Sunday at Woodville field 
and one at Ashhurst for club day. 
 
The Sunday I did fly at Spur road the same old 
Chestnut was there……. Flight line protocol, it’s not 
being observed by a few, for the guys who are well 
done.  Stand in the pilot’s box when taking off and 
landing (unless you have a hand launch plane then 
make your intentions known to the other pilots).  

 
DO NOT stand on the taxi way and take off across 
the strip as one person did on the Sunday; flight 
line protocol is not a difficult thing to understand 
and do. 
 

A  change of subject…. hinges, those little things 
that hold the flight surfaces together and allow 
them to move, or more to the point cutting the 
slots for the flat style hinges. This job can be a 
pain and is normally done with a knife or other cut-
ting tool and not always with the desired results. 
But all is not lost, have a look at the Aerobroach 
hinge slotting tool. I have just finished re-cutting 
the hinge slots on an ARF Seagull Vans RV8 for CA 
hinges, as they were not at all good and the Aero-
broach worked a treat, it may be the workshop tool 
you have been looking for. So check out the web 
site with a video on how to use them.  
www.aerobroach.com. 
 
Happy flying 
See you at the field, Geoff 

 Anzac Day 2019 
 
Brendon Deere  to Spitfire 
PV270 and Biggin Hill Hang-
ar, RNZAF Ohakea 

Here is a photo taken a few weeks back of 

three Albatros fighters operated by The      

Vintage Aviator Limited. Due to the thermal 

activity and wind it was a challenging flight 

but everyone flew well and the results are 

good.  Andrew Vincent is leading in the D.II 

along with Dave Horrell, and Dan Pezaro   

flying the D.Va pair. Camera plane was a 

Tiger Moth flown by Bevan Dewes. 

I really am a fan of the Albatros so was great 

to get all three up together and is something 

that can only be done in New Zealand. — 

with Gavin Conroy, Bevan Dewes, Dan   

Pezaro and Andrew Vincent. 

Classic aircraft photography post on           

Facebook. 

http://www.aerobroach.com.
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From the Editors Desk 
Autumn is here and Ivan and I are smiling because 
we don’t have our Feilding neighbours giant oak 
tree leaves to contend with.  Every slight breeze 
blew hundreds of leaves down the drive and into 
the carport.  The joys of autumn! 
 
Many thanks to the club members who have sent 
through photos and articles for this edition - this is 
your newsletter and it is great to see club members 
news.  Yes snippets about Piper Cubs landing in 
trees is amusing but there is not much point in    
filling pages with information that anyone can find 
online.  Although, in saying that, if you find some-
thing online that is of interest please do not       
hesitate to send a link through to me. I may not 
use it for a few months but I am always working in 
advance with the June edition already started.  
There is so much information online that we don’t 
necessarily stumble on the same information. 
 
There is a club night on the 23 May, 7.30pm at the 
Senior Citizens Hall, Palmerston North to discuss 
the feasibility of moving our operation to Whale 
Road and other topics that members would like to       
discuss.   What are your thoughts?  Change always 
brings some pluses, minuses and compromises. 
 
See you there 
 
Happy Landings,  
Linda 

Pilot crash lands 
on top of tree. 
A pilot who was     
trying to crash-land 
this week in an Idaho 
field  instead brought 
his small plane to rest 
at the top of a 60-
foot tree, officials 
said. 
Pilot John Gregory 

was not hurt in the crash, which happened when 
his single-engine Piper Cub PA-18 lost power and 
a wing strut became       entangled in the tree. 
Gregory was rescued from his perch atop the gi-
ant white fir by volunteer firefighter. Randy Acker, 
who owns a tree removal company. 
"Those wings were perfectly centered over the 
top of the tree," said McCall Fire Capt. Brandon 
Swain. 
A piece of the plane's propeller and one of its 
wheels had fallen to the ground, but the rest of 
the plane was intact, suspended in the tree. 
Acker cut branches as he scaled the tree until he 
was about 20 feet from the top, where higher 
branches were supporting the plane. 
Swain said Acker then secured the plane to the 
tree using rope webbing before Gregory was res-
cued. 
"I've never seen anything like this happen," Acker 
said. "Just glad I was able to help." 
Officials are trying to determine how to remove 
the plane. 
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Vans RV8 ARF  
by Seagull Models 

I brought this on a whim, not sure why because I have way too many other planes I should be building 
but I always said aero modelling is more of a passion /obsession and over rides reasoning.  

How does it rate… quality yeah, price ok, instructions ok but there are some details that should be added, 
how does it fly? ………I guess only time will tell.   

I had read a review on the plane and the guy doing the review said the last thing he had to do when     
finishing the plane was apply the decals, so was expecting an all-white plane but on opening the box I 
found it had the crappy decals (flame things) already applied bugger, out with the heat gun and off they 
all came including the tail and rudder film ready for re-trimming in the colour scheme of my choice.      
Another night or two and the plane should be finished awaiting its test flight.  

I am also hoping to have working landing lights that’s if I can get them to work as the plane comes with 
them fitted but no instructions for their operation. 

Power is a RCGF 21cc twin, the planes recommended engine sizes are 91 glow or 20cc gas. I don’t think 
this plane will have the vertical climb I’m used to but you can’t have everything. 

Geoff 
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Radian Report 
Only four Radiants arrived at Modelport to contest 
our monthly Radian competition - Merv, Peter and 
two Bruces. 
 
Peter arrived long before the others and mowed 
the runway, apron and pits area, washed the    
mower and put it away in the shed. Thank you   
Peter for this non-stop service to all Members. 
 
After some initial testing of air waves, planes and 
flyers, the competition got underway about 0930, 
but the wind was increasing relentlessly.  First up, 
and down, was Bruce McKay who alighted heavily 
in the circle. Merv was grounded 100m downwind 
and Peter......? well, put it this way, the timer is still 
running.  Ladderman declined to launch and Merv 
demurred a second flight, so the contest was  
abandoned. 

Hoping the 

forecast is  

looking  

brighter 

Under the 

weather 

  

SMILES 

TEACHER: Clyde , your composition on  'My Dog' is 
exactly the same as your brother's, did you copy 
his?  
CLYDE : No, sir. It's the same dog. 
 
TEACHER:  
“Millie, give me a sentence starting with ' I ' “ 
MILLIE: “I is” 
TEACHER: “No, Millie,  Always say, 'I am.'“ 
MILLIE: “All right 'I am the ninth letter of the       
alphabet.' “ 

 28 April 
2019 

“Poor Old fool,” thought the well-dressed gentle-
man as he watched an old man fish in a puddle 
outside a pub. So he invited the old man inside for 

a drink. As they 
sipped their whiskeys, 
the     gentleman 
thought he’d humour 
the old man and 
asked, “So how many 
have you caught    
today?” The old man 
replied, “You’re the 
eighth.  

To all club members  
having a  

birthday this month. 
Happy Birthday   
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Aeroneers 2 metre glider report  
A real mixed bag of a day. 
 
The first day off summer time gave everyone an 
extra hour of sleep and thus extra enthusiasm to 
out-fly Bruce McKay.  Mostly they were successful. 
At 0900 there was little wind and what there was 
tended northerly, so Philip set the bungee up near 
the gate, but nobody wanted to fly in the calm 
conditions.  After 0930 a breeze more steady     
appeared from SE so the bungee was quickly 
swapped over and the first gliders were 
launched.   
 
It was a morning of mixed fortunes.  Some flyers 
were lucky to launch into a good breeze while   
others languished aloft sans much assistance.  And 
even when upstairs some flyers found good lift 
while others found aerial tomos and the former 
champions missed the landing circle without     
excuse. 
 
Warren had a flight with the Club Vista and then 
Mike gave him a lesson with his Spirit. Warren and 
Len both have 2m Gliders to assemble and bring 
out to compete.  Hurry up you two - the year is 
one third gone already.  Warren did more than his 
share of retrievals.  
 
Flemming gave us all a lesson in both design and 

flying by finishing three flights only six seconds off 
the possible. Flemming is also leading the         
annual stakes.  Congratulations Flemming. 

Pilot 3 minutes 4 minutes 5 minutes Total Year to date  

Flemming Ravn 3:03 - 50 4.01 - 50 5:02 - 50 864 1942 1 

Mike Randell 3:07 - 50 1:20 - 50 5:02 - 50 701 1358 5 

Bruce Woodfield 2:45 - - 3:12 - 50 3:49 - 50 686 1491 4 

Philip Pearpoint 2:19 - 50 2:56 - 50 3:30 - 50 675 1830 2 

Merv Matthews 1:31 - 50 3:32 - - 4:27 - 50 670 1133 8 

Bruce McKay 2:16 - 50 3:48 - 50 3:22 - - 666 1824 3 

Bruce Dix 2:09 - 50 3:00 - 50  3:22 - - 606 1167 7 

Peter Vining 1:43 - 50 3:11 - 50 2:46 - - 560 1330 6 

Greg Findon 1.41 - 50 4:25 - - 2:26 - - 512 943 10 

Wayne Bilham     1079 9 

Brad Pearpoint     510 11 

Len Ruby     298 12 

Bruce Fryer     227 13 

5 

May Next  
2 metre glider  
competitions  

5 May,  
weather permitting. 

 

Reminder! 
The Club's Vista  

is always ready and available for use by  
anyone who wants to participate in the 

competition.   
The Vista can be used by several  

members on any one day and also  
by any member whose own Glider is not 

flyable for a second or third flight.  

 7 April 
2019 



A beautiful day for flying lightweight model planes 
was presented to five Tomboy flyers - a warm 
temperature, a gentle breeze and lots of lift to 
provide some long flights. 
 
Terry had bought a nice red and white Tomboy at 
Rene's open house and sale and lined up with his 
new plane for his first entry into our Tomboy   
competition.  Philip counted down, Flemming 
jumped the gun and two Tomboys refused to fly - 
Greg's and Terry's.  The three little aeroplanes still 
flying refused to descend.    
 
Once again Flemming and Ladderman, with time 
and height to burn, still managed to miss the huge 
landing box, while Peter showed his usual         
experience and skill to find the box every time - 

the master of consistency.  
 
Greg, Philip and Terry promise to be back next 
month determined to make up their missed flights.  
 
Six competitors will make for a more interesting 
and challenging competition, but more flyers will 
be most welcome to join in the fun. 

Pilot    points 

Bruce Woodfield 20 - - 16 - 5 20 - 5 66 

Peter Vining 16 - 5 18 - 5 16 - 5 65 

Flemming Ravn 18 - 5 20 - - 18 - - 61 

12 

May Next  
tomboy 

competitions  

12 May,  
weather permitting. 

Results 

Peter Brown’s Vampire ready to entertain the crowds. 

Lucky escape with minor damage to the nose wheel. 

Woops—a little early on the retracts! 
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Aeroneers tomboy report   14 April 
2019 
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Heard it through the 
grapevine 

 

Rod’s new  
Super Cub PA-18 

—Bush Cub  

 
With 6 1/4 inch wheels and 1700mm      

wingspan  
Arrived last week and a beautifully           

finished FMS model. “So easy to assemble 
and not one spot of glue anywhere on it.” 

 Rod can’t wait to get in the air as it should 
be a load of fun. 

Air New Zealand to build world's largest 
single arch timber aircraft hangar. 
John Anthony, Stuff, Apr 11 2019 
 

Construction on the hangar will begin later this 
year and is expected to take two years. 
Air New Zealand will build a new 10,000 square 
metre hangar at its engineering base in Auckland. 
 

The airline said it would be the largest single span 
timber arch aircraft hangar in the world. 
 

The new Hangar 4 will be one and a half times the 
size of the airline's largest existing hangar. 
 

It will be able to house a wide body aircraft such as 
a Boeing 777-300 or 787-9, and two narrow body 
aircraft such as an A320 or A321neo, at the same 
time. 
 

It will be built at the airline's Auckland engineering 
base at Geoffrey Roberts Road in Mangere. 
 

Air New Zealand did not say how much it would 
cost. 
The hangar will be a 5-6 "green star" building    

certified by the New Zealand Green Building    
Council. 
 

Green Star is an internationally-recognised rating 
system for the design, construction and operation 
of buildings.  
 

The roof will be double layer insulated allowing the 
hangar to retain heat without the need for heating. 
 

Large ceiling fans will keep the hangar cool in   
summer. 
 

Air New Zealand chief ground operations officer 
Carrie Hurihanganui said engineering and     
maintenance employees had input in the hangar's 
design to ensure it was fit for purpose. 
 

"It was really important to us the team that will 
work in this space day-to-day be involved in the 
design process," Hurihanganui said. 
 

Air New Zealand's fleet had outgrown its existing 
hangars which were built in the 1960s and 1980s, 
she said. 
 

Construction was expected to take two years and 
would begin towards the end of 2019. 
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Open day helicopters 

Vintage Year to Date Results —Looks like you need to Watch this Space! 

 Feb March April May June July August Sept Oct Nov Dec Year to date 

Tama Randell    592 541          1133 

Bruce Woodfield   538 595                   1133 

Bruce Mckay       551 539          1090 

Greg Findon    556 508                   1064 

Phil Pearpoint  448 590          1038 

Mike Randell   531 347                   878 

Brad Pearpoint  - 571          571 

Peter Vining    546 -                   546 

Flemming Ravn  538 -          538 

Kevin Burrows  487 -                   487 

Mike Bron tries a canopy on for size.  A 

new take on cone head.  
 

A sample of Mike’s collection. 

Matt Hall practises mowing the lawn. 

Colin Peard’s giant 

chopper. 

Peter Brown’s 

Wessex. 
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The Viper 601 Story 
By Rene Redmond 
During one of my senior moments I decided it 
would be a “shits n giggles” exercise to obtain a 
jet engine (full size) to have as a “man cave” item 
and relive a bit of past life experience.     
    
I have been on the lookout for some years for a 
RR Viper 535 engine used in the BAC 167 Strike-
master because of time spent overhauling them 
during my RNZAF career. As these engines are still 
in service flying civilian restored aircraft the    
availability is limited, with owners choosing to 
keep spare engines even time expired ones for 
spares. 
 
Late last year I finally gave up on the 535 thinking 
it just wasn’t going to happen so instead settled 
on a little Tierney TT-10 APU (auxillary power unit) 
http://jetpropulsion.co.uk/jet-engine-projects/
tiernay-tt10-turbine-engine sourced after a few 
months searching on Ebay. The APU was extreme-
ly low hours and came out of Phoenix AZ having 
been used for starting UH-1’s / UH60’s plus a 
range of other USAF aircraft. 

Then “murphy” struck…whilst the APU was on a 
slow boat from Long Beach LA I got a text from a 
well known Christchurch jet modeller telling me a 
Viper 601 3800LB thrust (uprated 535)  had been 
removed from an ex Reno raced L29 now based in 
Wanaka and it was up for grabs….buggar!  oh well 
only one thing for it, do a deal with the Aussy 

owner drive to Wanaka with a trailer and pick it 
up…and that’s exactly what Tarquin, Joyce and I 
did back in late Feb! Being a considerate father-in-
law I thought it would be nice to show Tarqy the 
West Coast on the way home so came via Haast 
Pass…well that was a waste of time as Tarq had 
his head stuck in the Rolls Royce engine manuals 
all the way to Blenheim! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Tierney APU below, rated at 150HP drives a 
generator to produce 28v DC @ 350 amps used 

for starting aircraft engines and providing ground 
power during main engine shutdown. 

Taking a break from engine loading ….. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As an aside Reno organisers decided in 2011 that 
the L29 & L39 raced at Reno went too fast (really) 
so banned all jet participation. The now Wanaka 
based L29 that was home to my engine has since 
been fitted with a de-rated Viper 522 as the 601 
was considered almost overpowered and will be 
used for tourist flights around the region. As     
background the RR Viper series engine was      
originally designed for the Australian Jindivik target 
drone in the 60’s. It went on to have a long       
service career in aircraft such as Jet Provost, 
Strikemaster, Aermacchi 339/326 amongst others, 
& the very successful Hawker Siddley HS125     
passenger aircraft which is where my engine origi-
nated from starting life in 1973. 
 
The L29 owner did tell me that rumour has it my 
engine came off the port side of a HS125 owned 
by the notorious Panamanian dictator General  
Noriega…but that’s a whole nuther story. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

We knew the engine had some minor compressor 
blade damage (main reason for removal from L29) 
missing starter and Ignition units but apart from 
that complete… in running order, well almost!  A 
couple of ex Harrier jump jet ignitor units were 
tracked down from a UK aircraft wreckers yard and 
a starter will be sourced in due course. Some bro-
ken NGV segments were found when we inspected 
the hot end but after a bit of research and a few 
emails a very kind engine overhaul shop in Indiana 
sent me 6 serviceable replacements…for the price 
of postage! .. how good is that! 

Once home with our new toy an ex air force mate 
welded up a nice stand we designed and Tarq ma-
chined up some mounting trunnions to allow se-
curing to the stand. We made everything robust 
because we plan getting her running to Idle Only…
well maybe a touch moreJ It was about this time 
we realised this APU still in transit was actually go-
ing to come in very useful starting the Viper so not 
a wasted exercise after all! 
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..…brassed up with the “full 9 yards”! for real! 

The British Aerospace 125 is a twin-engine mid-
size corporate jet. Originally developed by de 

Havilland and initially designated as the DH125 Jet 
Dragon, it entered production as the Hawker  

Siddeley HS.125 and was known in the RAF as the 

Dominie. Powered by two rear mounted  
RR Viper powerplants. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
To spare those that have glazed over by now the 
story with pictures continues on the following fo-
rum for those interested in the techy side and see-
ing more of the “guts” of a multi stage axial flow 
gas turbine engine.  http://
jetandturbineowners.proboards.com/thread/828/
l29-reno-raced-viper-601 
 
Yes I know you’ll think we’re mad as hatters but 
hopefully a future club meeting will have as back-
ground noise the whine of a RR jet engine…at Idle 
of course.  
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Top case removed giving access to  
compressor rotor for minor  

blade repair done with fine Riffler files. 

Top compressor case half showing  
stator assembly 

1st Stage turbine wheel exposed after 
removing 2nd stage wheel and NGV’s 

(nozzle guide vanes) for repair. 

Tarq fitting fuel system blanking plugs.      

Thanks Rene for this insight into the restoration of 
this engine. Following are a couple of photos from 
the day back in March.   

http://jetandturbineowners.proboards.com/thread/828/l29-reno-raced-viper-601
http://jetandturbineowners.proboards.com/thread/828/l29-reno-raced-viper-601
http://jetandturbineowners.proboards.com/thread/828/l29-reno-raced-viper-601


 
Winter is coming!! Yes, this can put a damper on our flying, but this is just an opportunity to build     
something for next summer.  I’ve been reading online how a lot of clubs in the northern hemisphere have 
started a winter build challenge within their clubs, so why not here? 
 
The rules are pretty simple: 

1. No ARFs (Almost ready to fly) 
2. No foamies 
3. Must be a built-up wood kit/scratch build/design and build 
4. Cannot be already partially built. 
5. Whatever kind of plane piques your interest is good. 
6. All must be test flown on the same day likely early December (Maybe a Saturday, with a BBQ and 

make a day of it?) 
7. All successful test flights will go in the draw for a bottle of wine prize. 

 
The only exception can be to the “Not partially built”, in the case of a scale model that requires a lot of 
time-consuming detail work even before painting can commence, is acceptable. 
 
If you are keen, please send me a picture of your intended project so we can see the starting point.  I’m 
suggesting a lick off date of June 1.  You can of course join in after then, but you will have less building 
time!  There a lot of laser cut short and full kits produced right here in NZ or dust off one in your         
collection and make some man glitter.  
 
Below is the Typhoon I 
will be aiming to finish by 
the summer… There is 
still so much to do! 
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Winter Build Challenge 

Regards, Graham Job 
 

Email:  
graham.karina@gmail.com 

I will contact each entrant prior to the deadline of the July—December editions of Servo Chatter request-
ing an update photo or two.  These will be published in this publication as progress reports.  If members 
are not wanting to submit a photo that is their discretion.  Honestly - I am just seeing it as an opportunity 
to fill a few pages!!  Good luck to all, Linda 
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Events 
 

Check our website for update information:  

Click here:  www.aeroneers.com 

PNA June PNA May 
2 June - 2 metre gliders 

9 June - Tomboy and vintage 

16 June - Radian, cub and scale 

23 June - Assassin and combat 

30 June - Deadline Servo Chatter  

1 July - July Servo Chatter will be online 

5 May - 2 metre gliders 

12 May - Tomboy and vintage 

19 May - Radian, cub and scale 

23 May - Club Night to discuss Whale Road 

25 May - visit to What Road 

26 May - Assassin and combat 

31 May - Deadline Servo Chatter  

1 June - June Servo Chatter will be online 

Time to build a little 
fun machine. 

Cancelle
d due to

 la
ck 

of in
terest. 

http://www.aeroneers.com
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   Flight Sim Controller 
 

  
As a result of the Radian trial flights at the Open Day, preceded by several minutes on the Club simulator, 
at least two families are now looking for a flight sim controller, either a Dynan or E-Sky.  
 
I can supply the software for the FMS Simulator, but it is best used with the appropriate controller.  
 
If any member can help, please give me a call:  Merv Matthews 357 2858. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Decals—water slide transfer 

6 x 60 mm decals 
5 x 40 mm decals 
7 x 25 mm decals  

on the sheet 

     
Simple to apply 

Long lasting 

Order from Flemming Ravn,  ravnf@outlook.com.  
Collect at flying field. 

$5.00 
per sheet 
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Palmerston North Aeroneers 
Important Information 

 

President: 
Mike Randell 
president@aeroneers.com 
 

Vice President: 
Rene Redmond 
Phone 021 2452729  
vicepresident@aeroneers.com 
 

Treasurer: 
Tama Randell 
Phone 027 2920363 
treasurer@aeroneers.com 
 

Secretary  
Bruce Withell 
Phone 358 3202 
secretary@aeroneers.com 
 

Club Captain: 
Geoff Hall 
Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com 
 

Webmaster: 
Tama Randell 
Phone 027 2920363 
 

Servo Chatter Editor 
and Website Updates 
Linda Lambess - Phone 06 2102910, 021 2106139 
editor@aeroneers.com 
 

Committee: 
Phil Pearpoint  - Phone 06 323 9093 
Hamish Loveridge –Phone 027 460 3848 
Len Ruby  
Peter Vining - Phone 027 443 2378 
Barry Parker  
 

Club address—club no longer has a P.O. Box number 
 

Club Website: www.aeroneers.com                                                             
Club Email: aeroneers@aeroneers.com 

 
Club Flying Site: 

End of Spur Road West, Colyton. 

The views or ideas expressed in this publication are not           
necessarily those of the club executive or committee. Every 
care is taken to ensure accuracy, but the club will not be       
responsible for the content of advertisements or any material 
contained  therein. The editor reserves the right of publication. 

Senior Membership $88 NZMAA affiliation + $72 
club membership = $160  

Family Membership $93 NZMAA affiliation + $72 
club membership = $165 

Junior (under 18) $25 NZMAA affiliation + $20 club 
membership = $45 

Associate $40 

Associate Flying $72 

MFW Associate $25 + $25 club sub +$50 

 
Subs are per annum.  
 

Please pay any committee member or online to 
Westpac Account 03 1522 0020708 00  Palmerston 
North Aeroneers.   Don’t forget to include your 
name in the details box.  
 

Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com to advise   
Greg of your payment. 

 

You need to be a paid member to fly at the  
club airfield. 

 

The club needs to pay the Insurance fees to the 
NZMAA prior to March 31 to ensure all club      
members are covered by the MFNZ public liability 
insurance. 

 

PNA Hat - $15 
Your typical fisherman 
“Gilligan” style. 
 

PNA Shirt - $30  

They are 100% Dri-zone  
polyester, anti-snag and  
moisture wicking. 
UPF rating 50+. 

See a committee member. 

Keep the 

sun off! 

Annual Club Subscriptions The Committee 

http://www.aeroneers.com
mailto:aeroneers@aeroneers.com
mailto:treasurer@aeroneers.com

